A series on the Empathic World!

What's The Better Deal?
The world is not getting better.
We're still not ending poverty, hunger,
homelessness, human trafficking,
collateral damage, and personal financial
stress everywhere.
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to provide for everyone, but we don't
because it's not profitable and the very few
would have to give up
their power and control.
So, what's the better deal?
A competitive world? Or, an empathic world?
How can we change to an empathic world?

So, to everyone, what's the better deal?
To continue this competitive world?
Or, become an empathic world?
If we want to continue the competitive world,
then we'll keep competing, fighting in this
never ending cycle of "earn or starve,"
putting our power into money
and indefinitely spending it away
into the hands of the very few.
And we'll keep trying to own everything.
Ownership divides and separates,
creating haves versus have-nots,
always causing inequality.
With ownership you need some means of
exchange: bartering, trading, currency,
money, credit, debt and labor.
With ownership and money
come power and control.
To maintain and gain power,
leadership over others is established or
installed, creating hierarchies,
thus perpetuating social disparity.
Together, ownership, means of exchange,
and leadership over others, make
competition pervade every part of life.
And to compete against others successfully,
you have to turn off or mute your empathy.
Or, do we want an empathic world, where
the essentials for life are freely accessible;
where you get to have what you can manage
empathically; where there's individual
freedom with empathy; and where we
live and let live.
More than at any time before,
we have the wisdom and know-how

Well, individually, focus on empathy.
Be empathic and therefore affect others
through your own behaviors.
For the world to catch on, spread the word in
your own way, whether by art, music, poetry,
or by some empathic acts.
The world will then catch on as follows:
1. With awareness spreading person to
person, it only takes 3.5% of the
population for a peaceful movement
to successfully keep moving forward.
2. As the movement starts to take political
seats at the community and local level,
local regulations can be gradually aligned
towards an empathic world.
And,
3. On one day, a critical mass of people,
at least 16% of the population, will have
had enough and all together stop using
money and any means of exchange, thus
returning power to everyone.
The shift towards an empathic world,
by changing the laws,
can make massive change
go as smoothly and peacefully as possible.
We, the people, have power, naturally.
Instead of putting your power into money
and always competing for more,
put your power directly into society by your
passion, by your purpose, by your time, by
your way, empathically.
What's the better deal?
A competitive world? Or, an empathic world?

